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Abstract: In this paper, we demonstrate an auto accurate alignment method to align mask-substrate in the prototype 
of plasmonic lithography (PL), which is essential to multilayer nanostructure fabrication with high resolution, low cost, 
high efficiency and high throughput, such as circuit manufacturing and other multilayer applications. We obtain an 
alignment signal with sensitivity better than 20 nm by using the Moiré fringe image that is generated by overlaying 
two gratings with close periods. According to the diffract theory, Moiré fringe is independent of the illumination light 
wavelength and the length of the gap between the mask and the substrate, which makes it very suitable for the proto-
type of PL. However, only the alignment of Moiré fringes cannot guarantee the alignment of the mask and the sub-
strate because the Moiré fringe repeats itself when the mask and substrate are offset by a fixed displacement. To elimi-
nate the ambiguity, boxes and crosses alignment marks are designed beside the grating marks on the substrate and the 
mask, respectively. A two-step alignment scheme including coarse alignment and fine alignment is explored in the 
auto alignment system. In the stage of coarse alignment, the edge detection algorithm based on Canny operator is 
adopted to detect the edges’ image effectively and the alignment module calculates alignment deviation and controls 
sample stage to move until deviation is less than the expected deviation, guaranteeing the misalignment across sub-
strate and mask within the measurement range of fine alignment. In the process of fine alignment, Fourier transform 
based on Moiré fringe image is obtained to calculate alignment deviation, and the auto alignment module use align-
ment deviation as feedback signal to align the mask and substrate. In this paper, we start, in Section 2, with the fun-
damental principle of Moiré fringe and its significant advantages. In Section 3 we introduce the structure and opera-
tion of the alignment system. We also demonstrate the fabrication procedures for the substrate and the auto alignment 
operation of PL in Section 4. In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed alignment method above, an overlay ex-
periment is performed in Section 5. The experimental results of overlay indicate that PL can obtain sub-100 nm 
alignment accuracy over an area of 1 inch by using the proposed two-step alignment scheme. Furthermore, the auto 
alignment system and its process are also fully scalable for 4 inch or larger substrate processing. Via the sub-
strate-mask mismatch compensation, better stages and precise environment control, it is expected that much higher 
overlay accuracy is feasible in the prototype of PL. 
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